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CHAP. satisfy the peop le : this proclamation, therefore, announced 
3 Z w that a commission would be appointed to examine his conduct, 
1809. and that it would not be composed of members of the Central 
• Jun ta , in order to avoid all shadow of partiality in an affair so 

serious. " Any person," said the Jun ta , " shall be heard who 
desires to accuse him, and the sentence will be adjudged accord-
ing to law. He himself demands in justice that this may be 
done ; his honour, the estimation of the government, and the 
public satisfaction, necessarily prescribe it. If the Marquis be 
culpable, he shall be punished in proportion to his abuse of the 
high functions and national confidence which he has enjoyed; 
but if he be declared innocent, it is necessary that the reparation 
made to his good ñame be as solemn and public as the aggres-
sion was cruel and scandalous." These proceedings satisfied 
the people, of whom the better sort were grieved at the excesses 
which had been committed; and their suspicions against the 
Marquis were in some degree removed when Don Félix Jones, 
to whom his papers were delivered, declared that no indication 
of treason was to be discovered in them. 
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CHAPTER X V I I I 

SECOND SIEGE OP ZARAGOZA. 

THE Central Junta perfectly understood and truly represented 1808. 
the spirit of the nation, partaking in some things its blindness and December-
its obstinacy, but also its exalted feeling, its true heroism, and its 
incomparable devotion to the cause of national independence. 
Its information concerning the real state of affairs was as imper-
fect as its other arrangements. In the correspondence concern
ing Cádiz, Garay assured the British Ambassador that Zaragoza 
was still holding out, not considering that by little less than mi-
racle that glorious city could have held out so long, and not 
knowing that the enemy had then been eight days in possession 
of its ruins. 

Palafox was not present at the battle of Tudela. He had cútanos 
accused at 

embarked on the river iust before the action began, little appre- Zaragoza 
hending that it was so near, and believing that his presence was 
required at Zaragoza. This was one cause among the many 
which led to the misfortunes of that day; for Castaños, who 
would otherwise have been with his own troops, remained with the 
Aragonese to supply his place, and each army was thus deprived Representa. 
of the General who knew the troops, and in whom they trusted. ** <*'• &"-
Ty . , A * taños, p. 

¿Junng the short time that these Generáis had acted together, 195-
tnere had been no want of confidence and frankness betwéen 
them: but after their separation, and the refusal of Castaños 
to throw his troops into Zaragoza instead of retreating toward 
Madrid, in obedience to the orders of the Central Junta, the 
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CHAP, disasters which had been sustained were imputed by Palafox to 
XVIII. ^ e r r o r s . H e had been far from apprehending, he said, that 
1808. he should have to prepare for a second siege; and never could 
number. a n y combination of his own have placed him under such a ne

cessity. The charge of incapacity against Castaiios was more 
broadly made in an official account of the action by General 
O'Neille, and he was publicly accused of having sold the army 
and betrayed his country. 

SMc°feei. Castaiios himself did Palafox the justice to believe that he 
%inthat had been deceived by malicious representations. The other 

charges proceeded from men who sought to shelter their own 
misconduct by appearing as accusers, or from private malice, 
which in such times never loses the opportunity of exerting itself 
with sure effect. Zaragoza was in a state of tremendous agi
tation ; the same spirit was still prevailing there which had so 
wonderfully repulsed the French, but that spirit had broken 
the bonds of order ; and Palafox, who was so well able to direct 
the popular feeling in the hour of danger, found it necessary at 
other times in many things to yield to it. His power was abso
lute while he held i t ; but though it had been confirmed to him 
by the Supreme Junta , it was in fact held only by the tenure of 
popular opinion, which among large masses of men, and more 
especially in perilous circumstances, is always influenced less by 
the considerate and the wise, than, by the headstrong, the au
dacious, and the profligate. Victims whom he dared not inter-

cawiiero, fere to save were sacrificed, and the utmost he could do in behalf 
p. o7. 

of any accused persons, was to secure them in prison, and thus 
frZZl°f r e s P i t e t n e m f r o m immediate death. During the former siege 

the French who resided in the city had been put under arrest; 
and there had been the twofold anxiety of guarding against any 
correspondence between them and the besiegers, and protecting 
them against the fatal effects of popular suspicion, which at any 
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moment might have produced a massacre of these unfortunate CHAP. 
persons. To prevent both the inconvenience and the danger, v ^ ^ ^ , 
Palafox sent them away to distant places of confinement; but it 1808. 
was necessary to prepare the people for this by a proclamation, Recmber-
appealing to their honour, and courage, and humanity, and cau-
tioning them against the enemy's emissaries, who were seeking 
to bring a stain upon their cause by exciting them to acts of 
murder. The prisoners and deserters were also removed. The 
nuns were permitted to remove to other convenís not within the 
scene of immediate danger, where they might occupy themselves 
without interruption in their holy exercises. Aware that in so large 
a city there must be persons whom their own wealth would have 
bribed to betray their country, and who would fain have sub-
mitted for the sake of preserving their property, Palafox decreed 
that the inhabitants of Zaragoza, of whatever rank or condition, 
should consider themselves bound to devote their persons, their 
property, and their lives to its defence; that the rich should 
foster, and assist, and clothe the poor, enable them to maintain 
their respective posts, and remunérate them for the zeal with 
which they defended their lives, their estates, and their common 
country. If any man were unnatural enough to disregard this sa-
cred duty, which he owed both to his native land and his religión, 
he should be fined in proportion to the magnitude of his oíFence, 
and the amount of the fine appropriated to the subsistence of 
the army. All persons who served the cause of the enemy, by 
pasquinades, by endeavouring to excite a want of confidence in 
the chiefs, the people, or the army, or by raising disturbances 
and riots, should be carried before the newly-appointed judge of 
the pólice, who would pass judgement according to their crimes, 
and suitable to the danger of the country; but before he im-
Posed the punishment of death, he should consult the captain-
general. Every house was ordered to be well supplied with 
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CHAP. vessels of water, in order to extinguish fires; and the officers of 
3 - ^ Í the ward were charged to superintend this important measure 
1808. of preparation. Persons entering or leaving the city were to be 

watched with care, because the enemy assumed the dress of the 
Spaniards, and, greatly superior as they were, resorted to every 
artífice. " All these measures," said Palafox, " should be obeyed 
with religious respect, because they are all directed to the good 
of our country, which, in happier times, will recompense all the 
sacrifices we m a k e , . . sacrifices so acceptable in the sight of 
God, and of the Virgin Mother of God, who is our celestial 
protectress." 

Nmieofthe Three days were allowed for all women, all men above three-
iv habitante y 

w the s c o r e 5 a n ( j all boys under fourteen, to leave the city ; a general 
order being issued, that whithersoever they might go, they should 
be welcomed, and provided for. But not one of the inhabitants 
left the place. The sentiment of patriotism was as ardent in the 
women as in the men ; they thought it a worse evil to seek bread 
and protection apart from their husbands and fathers than to 
abide the siege with them, and triumph or perish together: and 
even if this sentiment had not been so general and so strong, 
whither were they to betake themselves for security in a land 
which was every where overrun or threatened by the enemy's 
armies ? In no place would they have imagined themselves so 
secure as in Zaragoza itself, which had been so wonderfully de
fended and delivered, and which they believed to be invincible 
through the protection of Our Lady of the Pillar, who had chosen 
it for the seat of her peculiar worship. During the former siege 
prints of that idol had been distributed by women in the heat of 
action, and worn by the men in their hats both as a badge and 
an amulet. The many femarkable escapes and deliverances 

supposed which had occurred were ascribed not to all-rulino- and omni-
mirncks. , ° 

present Providence, but to the ímmediate interference of the 
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Magna Mater of Zaragoza. Palafox himself had been trained CHAI', 
up with more than common care in the superstition of the place ; v ^ v w 
he and his brethren in their childhood had been taken every day 1808. 
to attend mass in the Holy Chapel where the image was en- December-
shrined, dressed at such times in the proper costume of the In- f Z / « * 
fantes, as a mark of greater honour to the present Goddess. JTWK 

An appearance in the sky, which at other times might have 
passed unremembered and perhaps unnoticed, had given strong 
confirmation to the popular faith. About a month before the 
commencement of the first siege a white cloud appeared at noon, 
and gradually assumed the form of a palm tree; the sky being 
in all other parts clear, except that a few specks of fleecy cloud 
hovered about the larger one. It was first observed over the 
church of N . Señora del Portillo, and moving from thence till 
it seemed to be immediately above that of the Pillar, continued 
in the same form about half an hour, and then dispersed. The 
inhabitants were in a state of such excitement, that crowds joined 
in the acclamation of the first beholder, who cried out, A miracle! 
and after the defeat of the besiegers had confirmed the ornen, a 
miracle it was universally pronounced to have been, the people 
proclaiming with exultation that the Virgin had by this token DO. n. 
prefigured the victory she had given them, and promised Zara
goza her protection as long as the world should endure. 

In many recorded instances superstition such as this has de- Y?rks of 

i * defence. 

hided.men to their destruction. P>ut the Zaragozans knew that 
to obtain the divine support, wherein they trusted, they must 
deserve it by works as well as faith, and that the manner in which 
heavenlyaidwould bemanifested would be by blessing their human 
exertions. Palafox himself, confidently as he had expected that 
the army which he commanded would be successful in the field, 
had not been negligent in preparing to withstand a second siege. 
Works of considerable extent and importance had been designed, 

VOL. I I . P 
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CHAP, and executed as far as time and means permitted. I t was im-
XVIII. pOSSibIe to convert so large a city into a good fortified place, 

^gOg accessible as it was on all sides, and every where commanded 
= = = within reach of cannon; but with a population so resolute in 

defending themselves, every thing became of consequence which 
could impede the enemy. The houses within 700 toises of the 
place were demolished, and their materials employed in the forti
fications ; and the numerous and valuable plantations of olive 
trees within the same distance were cut down: there was reason 
to regret that this precaution had not been carried farther. 
During the autumn the works had not been prosecuted with 
vigour, because all men of a certain age were required for mi
litary service, and those who might have been disposable for 
such employment were busied in the vintage, or in gather
ing hemp. Moreover volunteers did not offer themselves for 
this labour, while the danger appeared remote ; and when there 
were so many demands upon the treasury, the expense of wages 
could ill be defrayed. I t so happened that no mischief resulted 
from this dangerous economy : after the battle of Tudela there 
were hands enough at the General's disposal; and the French 
allowed time for completing all that had been intended, while 
they were collecting means and materials for a siege, the diffi
culties of which they had been taught how to estimate. The works 
were directed by the Commander of the Engineers, Colonel San 
Genis; and what was defective in them was imputable not to 
any want of science, but to the difficulty of fortifying the whole 
circuit of a great city. The Aljafaria, which had been the palace 
of the Moorish kings, then of the kings of Aragon, and was now 
called the Castle of the Inquisition, because it contained the 
prisons of that accursed tribunal, had been converted into a 
fortress by Philip V., and was now repaired and strengthened. 
I t was a square, with four tower-bastions, surrounded by a good 
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ditch, and communicating with the city by a double Caponiere. CHAF. 
From thence to the bridge over the Guerva the place was pro- , ^ ^ 
tected by a long line of wall and batteries ; two Capuchin con- 1808. 
vents which carne into the line were fortified, and served to = 

flank it. A ditch was carried from one of these to the bridge, 
and the bridge itself secured by a téte-de-pont. A double re-
trenchment extended from thence to the memorable Convent of 
St. Engracia, which was made a sort of ci tadel; and from that 
Convent to the Ebro the oíd wall had been strengthened; this 
part of the city being covered also by the bed of the Guerva, 
and by the Convent of St. Joseph on the farther bank of that 
river, which had been well fortified, and was the most salient 
point of the whole circle, serving as a strong téte-de-pont to pro-
tect the besieged when they sallied in the direction of Valencia. 
The suburb beyond the Ebro was defended by redoubts and 
fleches, with batteries and traverses at the entrance of the 
streets. The artillery amounted to 160 pieces, the greater part 
being four, eight, and twelve pounders : what pieces there were 
of larger calibre had mostly been recovered from the canal into 
which the Erench had thrown them on their retreat. Great part 
of the cannon balls also were what the Erench had fired or left 
behind them. To prevent all danger from the explosión of their 
magazines, it was determined not to prepare a stock of gun-
powder, but to make it day by day as it should be wanted; and 
this could easily be done, because Zaragoza was the place where 
all the saltpetre of Aragón was refined. There was no want of 
musquets, either for the inhabitants or the troops and peasantry 
with whom the city was crowded. The stores contained corn, 
wine, brandy, oil, salt-fish, and pulse, sufflcient for six months' 
consumption for 15,000 men : this ought to have been the camikro, 

o 74—80. 

amount of the garrison; but fatal circumstances, and the more £ « 
fatal error of supposing that the means of defence would be in 

p 2 
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CHAP, proportion to the number of the defenders, had doubled it. Pa-
"V \T T T T 

C ^ " j lafox would have had the central army, as well as his own troops, 
1808. take refuge there after the battle of Tudela. Castaiios indeed led 

^ f e T a w aY t n e w r e c k ° f t n a t a r m Y i n a different direction ; but there 
Zuttt were other persons in authority who, not having the same fore

sight, thought the best means of succouring Zaragoza was by 
increasing its garrison. The Central Junta fell into this error, 
and ordered the Valencian government to send thither all the 
force it could raise, which was not absolutely required for its 
own safety. A Walloon battalion, which had served during the 
former siege, was sent from Tarragona. A proclamation was 
issued from Zaragoza, inviting the dispersed soldiers to repair 
thither, and fill up the places of their brethren who had fallen in 
that holy cause, and were already in glory, enjoying their reward. 
By these means not less than 30,000 regular troops were collected 
there ; as many as 15,000 peasants entered the city to share in 
the dangers and merit of its defence; and the hospitals were 
filled with the sick and wounded from Tudela, who had all been 

cavaiiero, removed hither as the place to which they could most easily be 
82. , 

conveyed. 
prej>ara- Except in the great and fatal error of thus crowding the city 
tions within . , . 

the city. with men, the means of defence were wisely provided. That 
the enemy would effect an entrance was not doubted ; traverses 
therefore were made in the streets which were near the wall, the 
doors and the windows of the ground-floor were walled up, com
munications opened within from house to house, and the house
tops parapeted to secure the defendants. Every householder, 
providing for life as well as death, laid in ample supplies. The 
convents were well stored. In the general fervour of national 
feeling men were as liberal of their means as of their lives. 
Nor was this feeling confined to those who could gratify it by 
taking an active part in military service, and by the expectation 
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or the enjoyment of vengeance: among instances of a rarer CHAP. 
heroism that of a physician may be noticed, Miguel Guillen by ^ ^ 
name, who came from Valencia, and, refusing all pay, devoted 1808. 
himself to the service of the hospitals. n^mier. 

Marshal Moncey, on whom the odious service of besieffhiffZa- M-M^y 
»•' o & reconnoitres 

ragoza had been imposed, fixed his head-quarters at Alagon, while the TomnK 

he waited for reinforcements, and preparations were making to 
commence it. At the end of November he reconnoitred the 
Torrero, a point which it was necessary to occupy before he 
could begin the siege; some warm skirmishes ensued, which 
tended to encourage the Spaniards, because the enemy, when 
they had well examined the ground, returned to Alagon. The 
importance of the Torrero seems not to have been duly appre
ciated by the Zaragozans ; they contented themselves with throw
ing up some slight works there, faced with unburnt bricks. Mon
cey had with him 17,000 men, and was joined by Mortier with 
14,000 in the middle of December. Meantime a battering train 
of sixty pieces was brought from Pamplona ; projectiles also 
were supplied from the same arsenal ; the country was com
pelled to furnish means of transport as far as Tudela, and there 
they were embarked upon the canal. All being ready, they 
appeared before Zaragoza on the 20th. Gazan's division cross- The French 

~ appear he-

mg the Ebro at Tauste marched to Zuera and Villa N u e v a ; fire ac en,,. 

Suchet's took a position upon the right bank of the river, within 
a league of the city ; and Moncey, following the right bank of 
the canal, placed one of his divisions on the left of the Guerva, Rogniat, s. 
opposite the great sluice, the two others on the right. 

Buonaparte had declared that bombs and mines should U r i n O ' They take 
Kf > 1 the Torrero. 

zaragoza to reason ; and in the spirit of that declaration had 
prepared the fullest means for overpowering moral resistance by 
military force. Skilled as he was in the art of war, he did not, 
hke a Mahommedan conqueror, reckon upon numbers for sue-


